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While doing research, Helguera was also busy collecting rare
Colombian books and papers that illuminate the political, eco-
nomic, and social life of the country in ways even the most
detailed history books cannot. Helguera has donated several
thousand antiquarian books and serials to the Heard Library
over the last several years and is currently putting the finishing
touches on cataloging a massive addition to the Helguera col-
lection of Colombiana.The addition, which includes 9,000 print-
ed items, was purchased with funds from the Heard Library
Society.

For the past four years, Helguera has spent several hours at
least twice a week in a room on an upper floor of the Library
Annex.There, Helguera sifts through piles of  fragile documents,
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STORIES TO TELL
RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE J. LEÓN HELGUERA COLLECTION OF COLOMBIANA MAKE

IT ONE OF THE STRONGEST IN THE COUNTRY

B Y A N G E L A W I B K I N G

T
he great South American states-

man and liberator Simón Bolívar

once described Venezuela as a bar-

racks, Ecuador as a convent, and

Colombia as a university. No one would agree

with Bolívar’s assessment of Colombia, in par-

ticular, more than J. León Helguera, professor

of history, emeritus. Helguera has spent the bet-

ter part of a lifetime collecting Colombian books,

pamphlets, newspapers, and broadsides dating

from 1831 to the 1980s. “Bogotá taxi drivers

were experts on the civil and criminal codes,

and the principal newspapers were models of

Spanish grammatical correctness, reflecting the

general populace’s pride in their spoken and

written language,” Helguera recalls of the coun-

try and people he first encountered in 1953 

when working on his dissertation.
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T
he Heard Library system acquires about 60,000
new books each year. We continue to add elec-
tronic databases and journals at a very signifi-

cant pace, and we now have access to well over 20,000
electronic books. However, these materials, vital as they
are, do not distinguish Vanderbilt’s library from those
at other research institutions across the United States.

What makes academic research libraries distinct
from each other are the unique materials they own. As
a member of the Association of Research Libraries,
Vanderbilt is expected to acquire rare and significant
materials that are the source material of new scholar-
ship. Historically, our library’s unique strengths have
been in our French collections, the Jesse E. Wills Fugi-
tive and Agrarian collection in Special Collections, and
our Latin American holdings, with special emphasis
on Mesoamerica, Brazil, and Colombia. In past issues
of the ACORN CHRONICLE, we have reported on 
other unique collections, like the archives of STAR 
(Self-Taught Artists Resources), featured in our last
issue. While this latter type of material is not neces-
sarily old, it is unique and represents a valuable asset
for future researchers.

As you can imagine, when we learn that these kinds
of materials are available, we have a limited window of
opportunity to purchase them. I have been greatly aided
in our quest to acquire such items by the funding pro-
vided by members of the Heard Library Society. HLS
members contribute a minimum of $1,000 annually,
and, unless these monies are designated for a particu-
lar fund, they accrue in a special account that is spent
at my direction. In recent years, these funds have enabled

us to acquire important rare material that would not
be possible with our regular budget. Recently, with
Heard Society funding, we have acquired the collec-
tion of Professor Emeritus Walter Sullivan, a student
and long-time friend of many of the Fugitives and
Agrarians (see story on page 6).The collection includes
important and unique items, including correspondence
with many of the members of Vanderbilt’s best-known
literary group.These materials will add significantly to
our already outstanding collection of Fugitive and 
Agrarian materials.

Our other recent acquisition is from Professor Emer-
itus J. León Helguera, who has spent his career assem-
bling one of the finest collections on Colombia in the
world. We have reported several times over the past
few years about his generous donations of materials
from his collection. Recently, he has been working at
the Library Annex to inventory his collection of broad-
sides, newspapers, and other ephemera. In December
2002, we reached an agreement with Professor Helguera
to purchase with HLS funding this wonderfully rich
collection over the next few years (see next page). When
combined with our already extensive holdings, this
addition makes Vanderbilt’s collection of Colombiana
one of the largest in the world.

The support of library donors is essential to fulfill-
ing the library’s mission of providing scholarly mate-
rials for use by the Vanderbilt community and scholars
throughout the world. I thank all of the library’s Friends,
and most especially the members of the Heard Library
Society, for enabling us to continue to build on our
library’s strengths.

– PAU L M. GH ER M A N

Paul M.Gherman

On the cover:
Photo by Daniel DuBois of a
botanical print, Pitayo Cinchona
lanceifolia, an Andean tree,
acquired by Special Collections
from J. León Helguera, professor
of history, emeritus. See story p. 3.
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From the University Librarian

E
laine Goleski, who celebrates her 25th
anniversary as a library staff member
in May, has been a member of the

Heard Library Society since 1996.Though
she will leave her position as library devel-
opment officer on May 31, she and her hus-
band, Howard Smith, will continue their
membership in HLS.

“Howard and I believe the HLS is a won-
derful way to ensure that the library has the
funding to acquire unique and significant
materials as they come on the market. Using
payroll deduction, I was able to make a gift at this level
by spreading out my contribution over twelve months.

Once I’m no longer an employee, I plan to
use the monthly credit card option to con-
tinue my payments throughout the year.”

T
he Heard Library Society needs 
you! An annual gift of $1,000 to the
library enrolls you in the Heard

Library Society and provides the library 
with funding for the purchase of special
materials which can “shape the future” for
present and future students. Contribu-
tions to the library are counted as part of 
the “Shape the Future” campaign, which 

launched in April. For more information, contact the
Library Development Office, 615-322-4782.

S h a p e
t h e

F u t u r e

Shape the Future. . .
With the Heard Library Society
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it for his vast collection. “Over the years, many people, in different
ways, helped in the collection’s growth,” he says. Helguera purchased
many of the items in Colombia, as well as in Caracas, Lima, and
Buenos Aires, and also acquired items from sellers and bookshops
in London, Vienna, Seville, Madrid, and New York City. Sometimes
items were acquired through exchanges and even discards; still
others were gifts. “My friendship with members of the Arboleda and

Mosquera families in Popayán and
Cali, together with the bountiful
kindness of the Bogotá Restrepos,
must also be credited with bringing
further depth, quality and size to the
collection,” Helguera adds. “Perhaps,
too, my love for Colombia brought
such treasures to me.”

Thanks to one man’s passion for
books and a country, these treasures
will enrich Vanderbilt students and
scholars for generations to come.
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re-reading and measuring each one, so the infor-
mation can be entered into a computer. “You really
spend almost the same amount of time on a single
sheet of paper as on a book,” Helguera says. “This,
for instance, is a letter written in Saint Petersburg in
December 1834 by a Russian admiral; that is a screed
against the English philosopher Jeremy Bentham 
and General Francisco de Paula Santander.” Explain-
ing that the document may be apocryphal, Helguera

moves on to other
pieces of paper,
each with a story
to tell.

There’s a 1902
broadside pub-
lished by a man
protesting his fir-
ing from a gov-
ernment position

and an 1862 proposal by a French company for a
canal project in Panama that never came to fruition.
There is a bullfighting handbill from 1965, theatre
and opera guides from the 1890s, and an 1881 bul-
letin promoting the construction of a railroad line.
Other documents reveal an 1862 list of candidates
for election to a constitutional convention and the
price of quinine, tapioca, vanilla, and other tropical
products in 1882. “By looking at all these things, you
eventually get a picture of what the life of the coun-
try was about,” says Helguera.

The stories of how Helguera acquired these doc-
uments are almost as interesting as the glimpses of
the past each paper reveals. When he began collect-
ing fifty years ago, the items that are recognized as
invaluable today were collecting dust in corners of
shops in Popayán, Tunja, Bogotá or in the attics of
private homes and haciendas’ sheds in Cali. “It was
a time when no other graduate students or scholars
were working in the country and there was no real-

ly organized antiquarian book trade,” Helguera recalls.
“The hunt for rare imprints then was such a pleas-
ure—as its memory still is.” Once, Helguera hiked
up the steep streets of Bogotá with D. Senén del
Camino, his beloved Colombian antiquarian book
dealer, in search of a tailor. They weren’t interested
in having a suit made, however. “The tailor had been
using old broadsides from the 19th century to make
pattern models,” explains Helguera. “The broadsides
were large and handy for his cutting and he almost
wouldn’t part with them even for a generous sum.”
The tailor’s markings can still be seen on some 
of these broadsides, which are included in 
Helguera’s collection.

The importance of the J. León Helguera Col-
lection to Vanderbilt’s Latin American holdings can-
not be overstated. “It will be the rock around which
we base our research niche in Latin American stud-
ies,” says Kathy Smith, associate University archivist.
“I see many a PhD dissertation coming out of this.”
Paula Covington, Latin American bibliographer at
the Heard Library, agrees. “The Latin American
holdings are one of the strengths in our collec-
tions, and the Colombian collection is one of the
strongest in the country. Harvard and Cornell have
bought in that area, but their Colombian collections
don’t have the depth or range of ours in many areas.
Thanks to Professor Helguera, we have many unique
newspapers and broadsides. I don’t know of any other
collection in the U.S. that has these.” Researchers are
already finding these rare newspapers invaluable. “I’ve
actually had a couple of questions recently from peo-
ple looking into the death of the pirate Jean Lafitte,”
Covington reports. “He was said to have died off the
coast of Colombia, and we have some newspapers
from Professor Helguera’s collection that verify it.”

While Helguera is justly proud of his efforts to
acquire and preserve these precious bits and pieces
of printed history, he is also quick to share the cred-

“By looking at all these
things, you eventually get
a picture of what the life of
the country was about.”

–J. León Helguera

“I’ve actually
had a couple 
of questions
recently from 
people looking
into the death of
the pirate Jean
Lafitte...He was
said to have died
off the coast of
Colombia...”

–Paula Covington

All illustrations are from the collection of 9,000 printed items recently added to

the J. León Helguera Collection. The addition, which includes many unique

newspapers and broadsides, makes Vanderbilt’s holdings in Colombiana one of

the strongest in the United States.

B O R N  
B I B L I O P H I L E

There may not be a human gene
specific to bibliophiles, but the love
of books is certainly in J. León
Helguera’s blood. Helguera was
born in New York City, and one of
his earliest memories is of accom-
panying his maternal grandmoth-
er as she searched the shelves of
secondhand bookshops in that
great city for rare volumes of 
Austrian and German prose and
poetry. When he was 14 years old,
he discovered that a love of books was not confined to his mother’s
side of the family. “I came to live for some years in Mexico, and I
became aware that my uncles and great-aunts and great-uncles, too,
possessed sizable libraries,” he recalls. “My paternal grandmother’s
siblings also had extensive religious tracts, periodicals, and works of
Spanish literature.”

Helguera’s interest in antique books was well established by the
time he graduated from high school, served a stint with the U.S. Army,
and returned to Mexico to earn his BA from Mexico City College in
1948. After graduation, Helguera returned to the U.S. and tried his
hand briefly at antiquarian bookselling. Acceptance into the gradu-
ate history program at University of North Carolina brought him to
Chapel Hill in 1949. The move also marked the real beginning of his
love affair with Colombia. “I had an uncle from Bogotá, but it wasn’t
until I entered graduate school that I really focused on that country,”
Helguera says. 

After earning his MA, Helguera decided to pursue his doctorate
and chose Colombian military figure General T.C. de Mosquera as
the topic of his dissertation. Packing up his wife Byrd and their two
young children, Helguera headed to Colombia in 1953 for a year of
research. He recalls the way the country looked back then. “Bogotá
sits on a relatively flat plain set against mountains, which were still
forested 50 years ago. There was a lot of game near the city–even
a few of the very small local deer–and the swamps were full of fish.”  

After obtaining his PhD and teaching at North Carolina State Uni-
versity, Helguera joined the history faculty at Vanderbilt in 1962. Byrd
S. Helguera also began her career at Vanderbilt and was associate
director of the Medical Center Library until her retirement.

Over the years, Helguera has published extensively on Latin Amer-
ican topics and received many academic honors and fellowships relat-
ing to his field of expertise. Even in his retirement he continues to speak
and write on Colombia and other topics. He was interviewed by Nation-
al Public Radio in November 2000 on the 25th anniversary of Gen-
eralísimo Francisco Franco’s death, regarding that figure’s place in
Spanish history, and in 2001 Helguera’s paper on 19th century tra-
ditional Colombian history was presented at the 48th Annual South-
eastern Council on Latin American Studies in Veracruz, Mexico.

Although his active collecting has slowed now, Helguera still seems
to relish the thrill of the chase–even when it ends in frustration. 
“I still wake up at 2 AM sometimes, enraged at the things that got away
from me,” he confesses.

—Angela Wibking
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t may be a 
feeling not un-
common to the 

aging process to feel
that persons and
events of one’s youth
had special qualities,
but, damn it, I know 
that some of the
friends of my youth
were extraordinarily
impressive.”

Robert Penn Warren wrote those lines towards
the end of his life in a 1988 letter.The novelist, poet,
and literary critic was reminiscing about a circle of
friends from his undergraduate days at Vanderbilt
that included Allen Tate, Donald Davidson, Andrew
Lytle, and John Crowe Ransom. With them he
had collaborated on a seminal 1920s poetry mag-
azine called The Fugitive and a volume of social
criticism from the southern farmer’s perspec-
tive titled I’ll Take My Stand (1930). All of these
men went on to become writers and educators
of national stature, and to influence the 
development of southern literature and lit- 
erary criticism. Because of their early literary
works, they have come to be known as Fugitives
and Agrarians.

That letter and 156 others written by War-
ren,Tate, Davidson, and novelists Andrew Lytle
and Peter Taylor were recently purchased by the
Heard Library Society for Special Collections
from a younger member and protégé of that
charmed circle—Walter Sullivan, who was the recip-
ient of those letters and who retired from Vanderbilt
as professor of English emeritus in December 2000.
In addition, Sullivan has donated Donald Davidson’s
personal copy of I’ll Take My Stand, an advance copy
of his poetry collection The Tall Men, and a copy of
a 1928 radio address given by Davidson; John Crowe
Ransom’s poetry collection Chills and Fever, inscribed
to a former teacher, Professor Bowen; and Allen Tate’s
Mr. Pope and Other Poems, inscribed by Tate to his
friend Donald Davidson.

All of these new literary research materials were
made available to researchers in February as part of
the Heard Library’s Jesse E. Wills Fugitive and Agrar-
ian Collection, which is the single largest accumula-
tion of Fugitive and Agrarian materials available
anywhere. Established in 1969, the Wills Collection

encompasses not only all the pub-
lished works by the writers asso-
ciated with The Fugitive and I’ll
Take My Stand but also related
letters, manuscripts, and com-
mentary. Also included  are such
unique resources as the working
library of poet and literary crit-
ic John Crowe Ransom; original
typescripts and carbon copies of
the poems that the Fugitives
wrote; and original manuscripts
for all the chapters written by
the twelve collective authors who
contributed to I’ll Take My Stand.

What makes Sullivan’s let-
ters a particularly valuable addi-
tion is his special connection to
these five southern writers as a

literary apprentice, academic colleague, and person-
al friend. An accomplished fiction writer and book
critic himself, Sullivan often received literary and
publishing advice from these five older friends, all of
whom he met as an undergraduate at Vanderbilt in

the 1940s. Spanning a period of fifty years (1943–1993),
the letters also discuss the writers’ personal affairs
and the development of their various works in progress.

“The letters show the personal relationships among
these men,” says Juanita Murray, head of Special Col-
lections and university archivist. “Who was going to
be visiting whom for the holidays and who was going
to be coming to town for this lecture or that. They
also give you an idea of what was going on in their
families, who was publishing something, how the
others felt about a particular book that was coming
out, or what changes may have been needed to those
books. I would say that if you wanted to go back and
research what they were doing at a particular given
time, this correspondence would certainly help.”
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ullivan agrees that researchers looking for biographi-
cal details on these writers would do well to read these
letters. “It depends on what they’re looking for, of course.

I suppose also it depends on how they feel about the peo-
ple who wrote the letters. People keep on doing biographies
as you know. Joe Blotner has done Red Warren’s biography,
but that’s not going to be the final word on that. He did a
very good job, but they’re still writing biographies of Samuel
Johnson, so it’s a continuing thing, I think. Andrew [Lytle]
has no biography, and I think his biographer will want to
read this correspondence. I know that the biographer of
Allen Tate has read these letters.

“You can learn a lot from reading the personal corre-
spondence of other writers. Writers used to write more per-
sonal correspondence before long distance charges became
more affordable, and of course before the Internet. In a way
this is going to be a thing of the past. The Internet, e-mail.
You can get hard copy, you can press the print button, but
they’re not quite the same.”

Sullivan, who was twenty to thirty years younger than
all of these writers save Peter Taylor, received different sorts of
letters from each correspondent.

Donald Davidson, who taught Sullivan as a Vanderbilt under-
graduate, dispensed much early advice on the craft of writing fic-

tion, though that correspondence tapered off once Sullivan became
Davidson’s colleague in the English department in 1949. “Some
of them are wonderful critiques of my work,” says Sullivan. “They’re
long letters, and mostly they’re pretty close to our literary rela-
tionship.”

Poet, critic, and novelist Allen Tate contributed the most
letters (forty-six) to the collection, many of them quite long and
personal. “The first letters Allen Tate wrote to me in 1943 were
about my manuscripts. He was awfully good that way. He always
wanted to help younger writers. Allen was just selfless. His wife
Caroline Gordon too.They would read your stuff, and they would
talk about your stuff.”

Still, Sullivan admits, these writers were human, and their
foibles can’t help but show in the correspondence. “Allen was a
terrible gossip. (I say that: I’m a terrible gossip too.) And he was
always stirring up trouble. So you get interesting stuff, particu-
larly about Andrew Lytle and about when he was mad at Andrew.

“Now Red Warren played everything very close to his vest.
Andrew and Allen—before I knew any of them—in their letters
to each other, which have been published, called him, ‘A Man in
an Iron Mask.’ And he was sort of that way. He had wonderful

manners, but you never real-
ly got a sense that you got
through to him.”

Associate University Archi-
vist Kathy Smith hopes that
the addition of Sullivan’s papers
to the Library will encourage
others to come forward with
similar items.

“The acquisition of Fugi-
tive and Agrarian materials has
not been completely accom-
plished,” says Smith. “There
are still a lot more materials
out there to purchase. A lot of
times people think that we’ve

got everything that can be got, and that’s not true. There are
still materials out there that are waiting to be found and waiting
to be purchased.”

or his part, Sullivan says he expects to add to Special Col-
lections’ holdings in the future. He has earmarked what he
calls “a vast correspondence” with longtime Sewanee Review

editor George Core for the library, and he is at work on a detailed
autobiography that, while not for publication, is certainly some-
thing that he would deposit with Special Collections.

The Library’s interest in acquiring his correspondence, says
the Vanderbilt graduate and emeritus professor, has made him
feel even closer to the operations of Special Collections. “I feel
like anything I can do for them from now on, I will.”
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A new collection of correspondence illuminates personalities and adds to the library’s Jesse E. Wills Fugitive and Agrarian Collection

Above: The cover (left) and interior of the announcement from Harper and

Brothers regarding the publication of I’ll Take My Stand.
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Administrative Changes in Office of
University Librarian

S
everal changes in reporting relationships have taken place
within the Office of the University Librarian. Flo Wilson
assumed the title of deputy University librarian with more

defined responsibility for administrative operations and formal-
izing her status as the second-in-command. Roberta Winjum
became assistant University librarian, with responsibilities for
technical services, overseeing Order Services, Cataloging and
Authorities, and Preservation. With this division of responsi-
bilities, Resource Services ceases to exist as a unit, and the for-
mer units of Resource Services (Annex, Library Information
Technology Services, and Technical Services) become part of
the Office of the University Librarian.

John Haar’s key role in the administration of the Central
Library was recognized by officially naming him director of the
Central Library. He also retains his current duties as associate
University librarian.

ARL Questionnaire Shows Statistical Increases 

A
ccording to statistics based on the annual Association
of Research Libraries (ARL) statistical questionnaire
for 2001/02, graphic materials at the Heard Library

jumped to 221,539 from 13,959 in 2001. This huge increase is
a result of the inventory of the photographic archives in Spe-
cial Collections.

Other increases reported in the ARL questionnaire includ-
ed: The number of current serials received (including e-jour-
nals that are received free because the print subscription also is
purchased) is up 11 percent from 26,885 to 29,833; Interlibrary
Loan shows a 4 percent increase in lending and an 8 percent
increase in borrowing; and the total number of circulations for
the Heard Library is up 5 percent, from 305,173 to 321,754.

ARL uses a total of 18 different statistical measures to rank
113 of the largest research libraries in the United States and
Canada. Vanderbilt ’s rankings generally fall in the middle 
of this group.
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A copy of a 1928 radio address by Donald Davidson and an advance copy

of his poetry collection The Tall Men now reside in Special Collections

courtesy of Walter Sullivan.

GIANTS News from  the  D i v i s i o na l  L ib ra r i e s

Streaming Audio Reserves Creates 
a “Community of Listeners”

T
he Wilson Music Library now offers a service that
significantly alters the way students listen to sound
recordings. The technology was first used last spring

when students enrolled in the African Music course taught
by Blair ethnomusicologist Gregory Barz were required to
listen to assigned recordings that the music library had digi-
tized on a streaming media server. Students accessed the
recordings by using a course-specific password as well as
agreeing to restrictions placed on the material by copyright
law. The emergence of sound recording delivery via stream-
ing audio was the first time that sound recordings owned by
the music library were heard without the actual recording
being on hand.

Since that first course, more than 700 individual selections
for 14 courses have been digitized and streamed to students
using the library’s electronic reserve (ERes) system. More than
1000 students have enrolled in courses that made use of this
service. This technology has been particularly useful for stu-
dents not enrolled at Blair, since they do not need to visit the
library to listen to the recordings. Streaming audio reserves
allow students to listen to required course assignments at hours
that are convenient for them, at any time, day or night. In Sep-
tember 2002 alone, ERes listings for music courses were accessed
more than 1,200 times.

Michael Alec Rose, associate professor of composition, who
uses streaming audio reserves in his Beethoven and the Beat-
les class says, “Having streaming audio reserves is a lot like lis-
tening to George Harrison’s ‘Here Comes the Sun’: it feels
right, it’s liberating, it’s fraught with joyful possibility—it makes
more possible a community of listeners.”

For faculty, it also provides the flexibility of using more
required recordings in the teaching of music courses.

“Streaming audio expands the walls of the music library,
making resources available to students in ways that the tradi-
tional circulation of materials cannot,” says Barz. “Now there
is much more creative engagement of the materials I present
in class. I feel much more confident about presenting an unfin-
ished or rough concept, idea, or issue knowing that the stu-
dents have immediate, ready access to the sound materials that
they can engage outside of class in ways that best facilitate and
accommodate their individual learning styles.”

—DENNIS CLARK, DIRECTOR, WILSON MUSIC LIBRARY
©
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“Tonight, we’re going to let the statistics speak for themselves.”

Giants
When Walter Sullivan refers to former

poet laureate Robert Penn Warren
as “Red,” and remarks with a laugh

that he was “the world’s worst typist but he did-
n’t give a damn,” it’s easy to see why his survey
classes on British and American fiction routine-
ly drew full houses of 150 to 175 students. For
most of his adult life, Walter Sullivan, profes-
sor of English, emeritus, has been on a first-name
basis with giants of 20th-century literature,
and his students reaped the benefits of not only

his critical insights but also his intimate
personal observations.

Sullivan grew up in Nashville and came
to Vanderbilt as an undergraduate in 1941
knowing he wanted to be a writer.Though
Sullivan was a generation younger than the
Fugitives and Agrarians who brought fame
to the Vanderbilt English depart-
ment in the 1920s and
1930s, they recognized in
him a kindred spirit. Falling
in with the major southern
writers of the time cement-
ed his ambition. “There’s no
question it affected me as
a writer,” he says. “You’d
always be energized being
around them.”

Following service in the Marine Corps during World
War II and graduation from Vanderbilt in 1947, Sullivan
earned an MFA in creative writing at the University of
Iowa. He returned to Vanderbilt in 1949 and remained a
member of the faculty for fifty-one years. Balancing a lit-
erary career with his teaching load, he published three nov-
els, a dozen short stories, half a dozen nonfiction books, and
numerous articles of literary criticism. In 1980, his short
story “Elizabeth” won an O. Henry Award.

Now retired in Nashville with wife Jane Harrison Sulli-
van (BA’45, MA’50), he’s still busy—writing his autobiogra-
phy, planning to write another short story or two with an eye
toward collecting his short fiction, and serving as chancellor
of the Fellowship of Southern Writers, a group that promotes
southern literature through annual awards for outstanding
writing.

Looking back, Sullivan admits that writing has afforded
him a very satisfying career. But though he taught fiction writ-
ing for many years at Vanderbilt, he has not been in the habit
of recommending it as a career.

“Students used to come to see me and say, ‘Well, do you think
I ought to try to be a writer? And I knew exactly what I ought
to say to that. I said, ‘Not if you can help it. If you can’t help it,
you’ll have to go ahead. But if you can help it, don’t do it because
it’s got to be a kind of obsession with you.’”

It’s clear that in Walter Sullivan’s case he just couldn’t help it.
—PAU L KI N G S B U RY

“Students used
to come to see
me and say,
‘Well, do you
think I ought to
try to be a
writer? And I
knew exactly
what I ought to
say to that.
I said, ‘Not if
you can help it.’
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News from  the  D i v i s i o na l  L ib ra r i e s

Ten new public worksta-
tions are now available
in the Central Library
lobby. Located near the
lobby entrance, they stand
where a bank of card cat-
alog cabinets previously
stood.These workstations,
like other public worksta-
tions in the Heard Library,
provide access to ACORN
and library databases,
including Central  Library
CD-ROM databases.
They also offer access to
the Internet.

Television News Archive Receives Grant

T
he Television News Archive received a grant of
$92,000 from the National Science Founda-
tion in support of the efforts to convert

the TVNA’s videotape backfile into digital
video.The grant, titled “A Pilot to Explore
Technologies and Methodologies for Dig-
itization,” was awarded through NSF’s Infor-
mation Technology Research program.

Principal investigators for the
one-year grant are Library Tech-
nology Officer Marshall Breed-
ing and University Librarian
Paul Gherman.The grant
will fund a technician
position and the pur-
chase of equipment.

Stevenson Library Opens 24 Hours 
for Student Convenience

T
he Stevenson Science and Engineering Library opened 24
hours a day, from noon on Sunday through 10 pm on Fri-
day, during the spring semester. Stevenson Library gradu-

ate assistants staffed the library until 2 am. The circulation desk
closed at 2 am, with a contract security guard on site until circu-
lation reopened at 7 am. From 2 am to 7 am, library patrons
had access to all areas of the library, but were not allowed to check
out materials, pay bills, purchase CDs, diskettes, transparencies,
or print to the color printer.The library has added a VU card read-
er to the library’s exterior access door.

This trial period was in response to comments in the LibQual+
survey that indicated that students found the libraries’ hours of
operation inadequate. The Science and Engineering Library
was selected because of its central campus location and size. The
library, the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Life, and
the Deans of the College of Arts and Science and the School of
Engineering provided funds to allow for the trial.
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Michéle McAvoy-

Rubin and Sandi

Harrison

T
he Friends of the Library
met for their Spring Meet-
ing on April 15 in the

Wyatt Center Rotunda. The
speaker for the event was Rick
Chappell, research profes-
sor of physics and  direc-

tor, Office of Science and
Research Communications
at Vanderbilt. He was

associate director for
science at NASA’s Marshall Space

Flight Center for ten years, mission scien-
tist for Spacelab 1, and alternate payload spe-

cialist for the 1992 space shuttle mission. He
graduated from Vanderbilt with a degree in

Physics in 1965 and received a PhD in space sci-
ence from Rice University in 1968. His talk, “Grand

Challenges for America: Encouraging New Rocket
Boys and Girls,” reflected on the role of discovery and explo-

ration in American culture and his own experiences growing
up in Alabama when the “space race” was at its height. Chappell

shared video clips, images, and stories from his career as a NASA sci-
entist and astronaut, and, afterward, signed copies of his book Worlds Apart:

How the Distance between Science and Journalism Threatens America’s Future.

Chappell Speaks at 
Friends Spring Meeting
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now in 
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Special Collections recently purchased a time

capsule from an antiques dealer in Nashville.

Associate University Archivist Kathy Smith

reports that the capsule is from the Vanderbilt

class of 1968 and holds a wonderful assort-

ment of items, including a burnt draft card,

Vietnam War protest buttons and banners,

a Kentucky colonel mask, and a ribbon from

that year’s Miss Commodore contest.
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T
wo exhibits displayed this spring and summer in Special Collections illus-
trate the variety of material available in Special Collections. “Sight and
Sound: Cover Design in Sheet Music” was on display January through
May. Paul Wells, associate professor and director, Center for Popular Music, Middle Tennessee State University,

gave a talk on “Before Music Row: The Early History of the Music Business in Tennessee” on Sunday, June 1, in conjunction with
the exhibit.

“Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, Spades: the Vanderbilt-Bridge Connection” will be on display June 15-Aug. 31. The exhibit
highlights contract bridge material from the Harold Stirling Vanderbilt Collection, the Parkhurst and Jane Wood Bridge Book
and Periodical Collection, and from members of the Harold Stirling Vanderbilt Bridge Center.

The Special Collections Gallery, on the second floor of the General Library Building is open to the public Monday-Friday,
8:30 AM to 4:30 PM.

EPHEMERA


